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FREE NEXT DAY 
DELIVERY ON 

ORDERS OVER £40 
All orders are despatched 
same day if ordered before 
2pm (Monday-Friday 

excluding bank holidays). 
Orders placed after 2pm will 
be dispatched the next 

working day. 
Free delivery on ALL orders Free delivery on ALL orders 
over £10. Free next day on 

orders over £40.
Postcode restrictions apply.
For full details visit:
www.glowtopia.co.uk/

glow-sticks-next-day-delivery/

We guarantee all 
our products!
We source the highest 
quality products and carry 
out stringent checks to 
ensure that you receive the 
best products on the 

market.
In the unlikely event that In the unlikely event that 
your item arrives with a 
fault or failure, we will offer 

you a refund or 
replacement*

*See back page for details and 
conditions

100%
GUARANTEED
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We offer a wide range of high quality, 
low-cost glow sticks, and supply 

in varying quantities from small orders 
right through to large wholesale orders.
All sticks are the highest quality,

offering a long lasting bright glow, and offering a long lasting bright glow, and 
conform to British safety 
standards EN71. 3

Glow Sticks

Size matters! 
Our twelve inch mega glow sticks supplied 

in mixed colour tubes of 10. 
These massive sticks are packed full of 
glow power and this makes them glow 
extremely bright for an incredibly long 
duration, between 12-24 hours. duration, between 12-24 hours. 

12 inch Premium 
“Mega Glow” Glow Sticks 

Our best value glow stick! 
Each stick is 6 inches long, 1cm thick and 
supplied in tubes of 25 with lanyards so 
they can be hung around the neck.

6 inch Regular Glow Sticks 

The industry standard in glow sticks! 
Each stick is 6 inches long, 1.5cm thick 
and supplied with a free lanyard. 

Provides an ultra bright glow perfect for 
all occasions! Available indvidually 
wrapped or bulk packaged 

6 inch Premium Glow Sticks 

Our lowest priced glow sticks!
Suitable to wear as a 

necklace as each stick comes 
with a moulded cap and 

lanyard.

4 inch Glow Sticks 

Our 6 inch Glow Stick candles 
are a safe alternative to the 
traditional naked flame. 

Supplied in packs of six mixed 
colours or yellow 

6 inch Premium
Glow Stick Candles 

CODE: G-S4-10

CODE: G-S6-10

CODE: G-S6-15

CODE: G-S12-15 CODE: G-CAN



Check out our spec-tacular high quality glow stick eye 
glasses, the ultimate must have glowing accessory!

Available in a range of fantastic colours; 
electric blue, glowtastic green, dazzling yellow, 

outrageous orange and punchy pink. 

Glow Glasses

Wear your heart on your face not on your 
sleeve, with our high quality glow stick heart 

shaped eye glasses.
Available in a fantastic range of colours; 

banging blue, glowtastic green,  
outrageous orange, punchy pink 

and yummy yellow.

Glow Heart Glasses

Our playful glow stick bunny ears are sure 
to delight even the most bouncy of bunnies!
Quick and easy to assemble, free size 
headbands available in our classic colour 
range of bold blue, gleaming green, opulent 

orange and pretty pink.

Glow In the Dark Bunny Ears

Funky, Fun and Multi-coloured, what 
more could you want in a glow stick 

accessory than our 
Glow Stick Caps?

Glow Stick Cap

For Princesses who 
want to stand out     
at the party, we have 

the ultimate 
accessory! 

Individually wrapped Individually wrapped 
and supplied in a 
choice of 5 colours 
for every outfit and 
eventuality!

Glow Accessories 4

CODE: G-IBE

CODE: G-CAP

CODE: G-IGLHEART

CODE: G-TIARA

CODE: G-IGL



& Connectors
Glow Bracelets

Buying connectors and 8 inch sticks 
separately is more cost effective and 
saves on time and packaging waste. 
Ideal for events. Each pair of glasses 

requires 2 glow sticks. 

Glow Glasses Connectors

CODES: G-GL-CON  G-CON-GLHEART

A great match with our 
Bracelets – using three of 
the 8 inch Sticks and one 
connector you can make a 
cool pair of Glow Bunny 
ears, making them perfect 
for bulk buys being more 

        economical than the single packs.

Bunny Ears Connectors

CODE: G-BE-CON

These strong but flexible plastic connectors 
are used with our 8 inch glowsticks to make 
bracelets or necklaces in singles or triples.

Bracelet Connectors

CODES: G-CON-B1   G-CON-TRIPBRAC
Our 8 inch glow bracelets are premium quality 
and long lasting, and are the lowest price glow 

sticks in our range! 
The bright, long lasting glow makes this product 
the perfect glow accessory, but it’s also 

incredibly versatile, with a range of uses from 
game markers to camping auxillaries. 
Available in a choice of 8 colours; Available in a choice of 8 colours; 

orange, green, red, white, blue, purple, yellow 
and pink, there’s something for everyone and 

every occasion.  

Compatible with our Glow Connectors

8 Inch Glow Stick Bracelet

CODE: G-B-8

A fun way to put your glow stick 
bracelets to an alternative use! 
Popular with children’s events and 

easy to assemble. 
Can also be used to make glow 
stick flowers and anything else 
your imagination can conjure.

Glow Stick Ball Connectors

CODE: G-BALL-CON

Our glow in the dark necklaces are a massive 22 inches of glowing colour! 
The tri-colour necklace is made up of three separate colours and supplied 
in tubes of 50. Also available in single colour necklaces in tubes of 
Green, Orange, Blue, Pink, Yellow or a mix of all five colours.

Glow Necklaces

CODE: G-N-22 5



Available in 3 styles: Dream Cloud, 
Heart and Noughts & Crosses, on blue 100% cotton 50x70cm

Glow Sketch Pillow Cases

These smart Interactive Glow T-Shirts 
allow you to draw unlimited designs 
over and over again.

Using the included UV key ring, a blue 
laser pen or a mobile phone torchlight, 
you can draw on your T-Shirt; making 
designs, writings and pictures that 
glow in the dark. The design will last 
for 5 to 10 minutes so that you can 
redesign your T-Shirt again and again!

T-Shirts come in the following colours:
Green on Black, Green on Blue and 

Peach on Blue.
Adult Sizes are small, medium, large and 

extra large.
Child Sizes are ages 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12 Child Sizes are ages 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-12 

and 12-14

CODE: C-IA

CODE: C-IA-DOODLE

T-Shirts are 100% Cotton 
and 100% Machine 

Washable

As Seen on 
Dragons’ Den

& Accessories

Interactive Glow
T-Shirts
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LED Light Up AccessoriesLED Light Up Accessories

Sing “Aloha” and dance the Hula 
while wearing one of our bright 
and illuminated Lei Necklaces. 
Fun, Hawaiian theme accessory 
perfect for beach parties, 

festivals, carnivals and any kind
 of dress up!
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Funk up your look and end up 
light-headed with this crazy light 
up noodle head band, complete 
with two bunches of LED flashing 
multi-coloured dreadlocks, woven 
with bright ribbons. The LEDs are 
hidden in the dreads and flash 
brightly in three different coloursbrightly in three different colours

The ultimate accessory for raves, 
festivals, party nights and any other 
event where you really want to make 

an impression.
Glasses come with an 

attached battery pack using AA 
batteries, giving them more 
power than the traditional cell 
battery glasses, for a glow that 

is unrivalled.

With an electric band of LED colour and different flash settings, 
these funky unisex baseball caps are suitable for adults and 

(older) children. One size with an adjustable strap at the back and 
a discreet button enclosed near the brim

These crazy crowns in a jelly feel 
rubber are an aristocratic 

explosion of colour for your hand.
Available in a range of colours 
and one stretchy size fits all.

With a quick press of the 
discreet button, these gloves are 
transformed into a dancing 
fingertip light show.

Our light up gloves are high 
quality, stretchy and 

comfortable, and each fingertip comfortable, and each fingertip 
contains 2 LED lights which flash 

to 6 different modes. 

LED Neon Cap

LED Neon Glasses

Light Up Lei Necklace

Flashing LED Crown Ring

Flashing LED Crazy Hair
Flashing LED Gloves

CODE: LED-GLOVE-WHI

CODE: LED-LEI

CODE: LED-RING

CODE: LED-HAIR-MIX

CODE: LED-NEON-GLA

CODE: LED-NEON-CAP



Flashing LED Ties

LED Bunny Ears

LED Shutter Shades

Flashing LED Fedora Hat

Light Up LED 
Bracelet

Light Up Star Pendant

Our bunny ears come with 
flashing LED lights, and are 
one size, so perfect for 
children and adults, for 
Easter, dress up, or just to 

look cute.

Whether you’re looking for a
bow tie or neck tie, our range 
of multi-coloured, sequin ties 
come with bright flashing LED 
lights in 3 flash speed 

settings.
Available in black, blue, Available in black, blue, 
yellow, pink, red, white, 
green, and purple.

Super cute, pink, fluffy, 
feathery and lined with silver tinsel... 
what more could you want in a bunny 

ear headband? Oh yes, 
flashing lights!!

Adorable little stars with a whimsical 
charm and multi-coloured flashing 
LED lights. Complete with lanyard 

and safety breakaway.
Ideal for party bags, stocking fillers 
and pocket money presents.

Light up any party, festival or 
rave with our stylish LED 

Shutter Shades. These glasses 
have a funky shutter finish and 
are lit across the top with 
flashing multi-colour LEDs.
Supplied in a mix of colours 
including Red, Pink, Purple, including Red, Pink, Purple, 

Blue or White. 150mm wide and 
55mm high, one size fits all.

These flashing LED light up 
bracelets are a great way to add 
colour to any outfit. They look 
great for 80’s themed events, and 
even better when worn stacked up 

in different colours.
The internal LED has a constant The internal LED has a constant 
colour-changing mode and the 
bangle itself is strong and 

translucent reflecting light from 
every angle. Supplied in a random 
mix of Crystal/Clear, Green, 
Purple, Blue, Yellow or Pink. 

Complete your look with this flashing 
LED Fedora / Trilby hat. With a press 
of the simple concealed button the hat 
comes alive with an array of colour.
In black with sequins and complete In black with sequins and complete 
with replaceable batteries, this hat can 
be enjoyed time and again at many 
events and to compliment many 
costumes and themed nights out.
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CODE: LED-NECKSTAR

CODE: LED-GL-SS-MC

CODE: LED-BE

CODE: LED-BHAT-MULTI-BLACK

CODES: LED-TIE-BOW    LED-TIE-NECK CODE: LED-BRAC-001



LED 
Light Up 
Novelties

Popular at raves, festivals, 
children’s entertainment and 

concerts are these fun, elasticated 
lights for your fingers.

Let your fingers do the dancing in 
super-bright White, Blue, Green 

and Red LEDs.

Alien or Monster?
Kids love these boggly, flashing 
LED eyes. Available in orange, 
black, yellow and green, on a one 

size fits all Headband. 

Fully functioning tambourine
with 5 pairs of jingling zills in a durable, 
plastic frame. With a simple push of a 
button, it erupts with bright red, blue 
and green lights to 3 different settings.

A high quality, firm but squeezable ball with a 
honeycomb finish that little fingers will just 
love to explore. Great for kids especially as 
sensory toys. Bounce or squeeze the ball and 
you’ll be rewarded with brightly flashing 
coloured lights from the LEDs inside.

Supplied with a random mix of blue, green, Supplied with a random mix of blue, green, 
pink or purple. 60mm diameter.

Not only is this groovy, spike 
covered ball a flashing, 

bouncing wonder, but it also 
makes an excellent sensory 

toy too. 
Available in 2 sizes, 70mm 
and 55mm making it ideal for 
stocking fillers and party stocking fillers and party 

bags.

Our Premium Multicoloured LED Glow Sticks are 18cm 
long and come with a wrist lanyard attached making 
them perfect for exercise classes, discos and events 

as they can be safely  secured to the wrist. 
Supplied with replaceable batteries. 
6 Flash Modes and colour settings

Bright LED Glow Sticks with multicolured 
LEDs in 6 different flash modes. Each stick 

has a separate lanyard attached.
Powered by 3 (included) replaceable LR44 cell 
batteries, which can last up to six hours 

LED Finger Lights

Flashing LED Eyes
Flashing LED Tambourine

CODE: LED-S-PREM CODE: LED-S-8

CODES: LED-BALL-SPIKE7CM
LED-BALL-SPIKE5.5CM

CODE: LED-BALL-HONCMB

CODE: LED-EYES-MIX

CODE: LED-TAMB

CODE: LED-FING

Flashing Honeycombe Ball

Flashing Spiky Ball

Premium LED 7 inch Glow Stick
LED 8 inch Glow Stick
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LED Wands & Swords

CODE: LED-FIBWAND-HEART

Our super popular batons are a 
fun, flashing staff of light, ideal for 
any event. They are perfect for 
children’s parties and games as 
they are soft, flexible and durable. 
Available with multi-coloured lights 
of Red, Green and Blue or with 
single colours in Red, Green, Blue, single colours in Red, Green, Blue, 

Pink or White.

These Light Up Pirate 
Swords come in three 
colours: Green, Blue and 
Pink and feature a sound 
effect noise of swords 
clashing each time the 
sword is moved.

Swashbuckling fun for little Swashbuckling fun for little 
bucaneers!

Our LED Light up swords are a whopping 72cm long, and are 
available in 3 different colours; Green, Red and Blue. The Swords 
are guaranteed to be a hit, whether it’s kid’s parties, fancy dress 
or as a Star Wars replica lightsaber, it’ll be sure to impress!

Perfect for princesses, our heart 
wands feature a red handle 
covered with little white stars, 
and a crystal effect heart jewel 

which sparkles. 

Your little star gazers can 
create their own shooting 
stars with our star wands. 
The plastic handles are 
showered with little white 
stars, with a textured, light 
up, glittery star jewel at the 
top. A spray of light up top. A spray of light up 
strands explode from the 
top and pulse with 3 
different colour modes. 
Star wands are available in 
4 colours. Heart wands 
available in red only.

A durable, easy to hold, plastic 
wand with star detail and LED light 
that flows into a spray of fibre 
optic strands that shower with 
bright colours. Alternate between 
six modes, including slow wave, 
flashing and intense static colours.
Perfect alternative to sparklers at Perfect alternative to sparklers at 
Bonfire Night / Fireworks displays.
Pink, Blue or Red Supplied.

LED Pirate Swords

18 inch Foam LED Baton

LED Light Sword

CODE: LED-FOAMBAT 

CODE: LED-SWO

CODE: LED-FIBWAND-STAR

CODE: LED-FIBWAND-MIX

LED Fibre Optic Wand

Star and Heart Handle Fibre Optic Wands

CODE: LED-SWO-PIR

10



LED Light Up Balloons
& accessories

illooms LED Balloons

The ultimate balloon with the 
WOW! factor.

These are not your typical latex 
balloons, these are made from high 
quality plastic inflating to 45cm, with 
a fine wired light chain of 30 bright, 
multi-colour LED bulbs, which wrap multi-colour LED bulbs, which wrap 
around the balloon. The remaining 
chain trails with drops of vivid colour. 
The finished effect is stunning.

11

These pretty light strings for 
balloons will make your party 
decor feel extra special. Attach 
to a feature balloon display and 
set the LED lights aglow to a 
choice of settings to create the 
perfect party atmosphere.

Perfect for 11 inch latex and 18 
inch foil balloons. With a 100cm 
long string of 10 LEDs and the 
battery pack doubling as a 
weight, they are the perfect 
option for creating many 
decorative displays. 

Mixed 15 pack 
contains red, 

yellow, blue, white, 
purple, pink and 
orange.

Mixed 5 pack 
contains red, white,contains red, white,
 blue yellow and 

green

Light up your celebration with LED light up balloons 
from illooms.

Made of natural rubber latex, with a radiant glow from 
an integrated LED that illuminates the balloon for up to 

15 hours when the tab is pulled out. 
   Easily inflated. Batteries are included.

Party Balloon with LED 
Light Chain

BalloonLite LED 
Light Strings
Cool White

CODE: BAL-ACC-BALLITE CODE: BAL-ACC-BALLITECODE: LED-BAL-LIGHTCHAIN-MULTI

BalloonLite LED 
Light Strings
Warm White



HALLOWEEN

Check out our website and search “Halloween” for lots of linked products, 
our stock is constantly updating with new items! 12

With a metal effect base and 
realistic looking wax candle, our realistic looking wax candle, our 
candle is a great accessory for 
the home at Halloween. The 

strong LED shimmers and flickers 
with a flame effect and it also 
doubles as the perfect eerie torch 

light for Trick or Treat.
CODE: LED-CNDCODE: LED-CND

Bring a touch of spooky fun 
to your Halloween party 
with this pack of 5 LED light  
up balloons with ghost 
faces. Made of natural 
rubber latex with a vivid 
glow from an integrated 
LED that illuminates the LED that illuminates the 
balloon for up to 15 hours
CODE: LED-ILLOOMS-GHOST5 

Carve out something 
spook-tacular to set your 
costume aglow with these 
light up pumpkin headbands. 
Perfect for making your little Perfect for making your little 
Trick or Treaters easy to spot 

too!
Available in orange, yellow 

and black
CODE: LED-HB-HAL

This pack of 5 pumpkin 
design LED balloons are 
perfect to light up any 
Halloween party. 

Made of natural rubber 
latex with a vivid glow from 
an integrated LED that 
illuminates the illuminates the 

balloon for up to 15 hours 
CODE: LED-ILLOOMS-PUMPKIN5

For the Jack O' Lantern 
enthusiasts, we stock 

matching wands that flash 
and pulse with a bright LED 
bulb. Perfect for little 

monsters who prefer to waft monsters who prefer to waft 
around their glowing 

accessories. Also available in 
black, yellow and orange.
CODE: LED-WAND-HAL

illooms LED 
Ghost Balloons

Halloween 
Headboppers

LED Candle 
Decoration

Halloween
Pumpkin Wand

illooms LED 
Pumpkin Balloons



Party Lights & 
Barware
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Instantly and effortlessly transform your 
surroundings into a pulsating disco atmosphere 
with a simple change of a light bulb, with the 
brightest and best disco bulb we have ever seen!

This nifty little device shoots out a dazzling blast 
of RGB multi-coloured light rays from its rotating 
bulb, delivering a mini light dance show wherever 
you are. Simply plug the USB directly into a 
computer, laptop or iMac screen USB port. 
Alternatively use a USB connector lead and/or 

plug to set it up anywhere.

Our LED Letter Boards are free-standing, 3-dimensional 
and come complete with a generous 200 individual 

letter, number and punctuation pieces.
They make an amusing decorative piece for the home, 

and are a great bit of fun for wedding and 
parties, to bring your guests attention to information, 
or simply just a personalized welcome message.

Planning a wedding? Show your guests the way with this 
pretty and classic styled decorative sign. 

With 40 bright LED bulbs, our 3D arrow sign makes for a 
beautiful free-standing or mountable light up decoration. 
During the day, the sign can be used to direct guests to the 
wedding suite and when the evening arrives, it can guide 

your evening guests to the party.

LED Disco Bulb

Rotating USB LED Party Light

Illuminated Letter Board

CODE: LED-LETBOARD

CODE: LED-PLIGHT-BULB

CODE: LED-PLIGHT-WED

CODE: LED-PLIGHT-USB

Light Up LED Wedding Arrow Sign



Combining a retro look with a contemporary style to create a 
piece of neoteric bar decoration, this LED sign will set the tone 
for your event and illuminate the all-important drinks area.
It is versatile being solid and freestanding but with a handy 
wall mount fitting, and is perfect for the home as well as bars 

and cafes. Made from MDF with 26 white LED bulbs

Being made from high quality, food grade plastic, these 
glasses are perfect for picnics, camping, BBQs and
 festivals. These are super popular with our hen party 
organisers to add some glow to the hen show, and offer 

a unique serving option for corporate 
entertainment and events.

Made from food-grade plastic, these totally waterproof 
deep blue flashing ice cubes are a fun addition to any 

drinks party.
Simply press the button and drop into your drink.
3 Modes: flash, quick-flash or static colour. 

Non-toxic and food safe. 30mm x 30mm x 30mm.

This 500ml flashing cup is a great way to lighten up any 
event. You and your friends can make your drinks glow 
under the LEDs with its different flash settings. Safe, 
hygienic and conforms to EU safety standard, and 
perfect for Father’s Day, parties and novelty gifts.

LED Bar Light

CODE: LED-PLIGHT-BAR

CODE: LED-CHAMPGLA

CODE: LED-CUP-500ML

CODE: LED-ICECUBE
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LED Blue Ice Cube

Light Up LED Champagne Glass

Flashing LED Pint Cup



Party Accessories

Size matters! 
Our giant novelty glasses are a 
fun way to accessorise your 

outfit, perfect for beach parties, 
festivals and fancy dress. 

Available in pink, green, orange Available in pink, green, orange 
and purple 

(random mix supplied, quantities 
of 12 include display box)

CODE: P-ACC-GIANTGLA

Giant Sunglasses

Fantastic value, these bright and 
colourful leis are the perfect 
accessory to hawaiian themed 
parties, beach parties, fancy 
dress or festivals... they’re sure 

to be a tropical hit!

Hawaiian Lei Necklace

Mystical Fire sachets create vibrant 
blue, green, purple and red colours 
in the flames of your log fire, 
camp-fire, pit or BBQ.

It’s safe to use both indoors and out 
on wood burning fires and has an 
attractive slow burn that lasts up to attractive slow burn that lasts up to 

an hour. Simply throw 1-3 
sachets on the fire unopened and 
enjoy the memorable effects.

Mystical Fire

CODE: P-MYSFIRE

This pack of 24 mixed sized stars 
with crescent moon are UV 

charged, so after exposure to light 
they will glow in the dark.

Ideal party decoration and perfect 
for children’s bedrooms.

Glow In The Dark Stars

CODE: P-ACC-GSTARSMOONMIX

CODE: 
S-XM-FEL-SANTAHATCODE: P-ACC-LEI

These flashing Santa 
Hats are guaranteed to 
bring a smile to 

anyone’s face at the 
office Christmas party 
or the family table. 
Made from red felt, 
they feature five bright they feature five bright 
flashing LEDs on the 
white band which are 
easily turned on and 

off.

Flashing Santa 
Hat

These brightly coloured, plastic 
party whistles come in 6 colours: 
pink, yellow, green, purple, red and 
blue, complete with necklace.
They are perfect for raves, 
festivals, stag parties and 80’s festivals, stag parties and 80’s 
discos. They make excellent Party 
Bag Fillers and Resale items too!
Random colour mix supplied, 

purchases of 12 come with display 
card.

CODE: P-ACC-NEON-WHISTLE

Party Whistles

15



Neon UV and Glow Paint

Inflatables

We stock high quality UV make up 
products that are designed in the UK 
and tested to the highest standard. 

Our range includes ready to wear, liquid 
UV Face & Body Paint, UV Charged 
Paint Sticks and matt finished UV 

Lipsticks in a range of vibrant colours.Lipsticks in a range of vibrant colours.
Cruelty free and conforms to US & 

European Standards.
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CODE: COS-SS-UV-PSTK

CODE: COS-UV-LIPCODE: COS-SS-UV-NBP

No Blues or Jazz event is complete 
without our inflatable saxophones! 
Co-ordinates with our inflatable range 

to make excellent props and 
accessories. Random colours supplied

Inflatable Saxophone

Our Inflatable neon microphones 
come in 5 colours and go perfectly 
with our other musical inflatables. 
Supplied in a random mix of 5 

colours, they are easy to inflate and 
a witty way to accessorise your 
costume or party night outfit!

Inflatable Microphone

CODE: P-INFMIC
CODE: P-INFSAX

Our Neon inflatable 
guitars are fun, funky 
and perfect for 

rocking your best air 
guitar moves!

Easy to inflate and Easy to inflate and 
supplied in a random 
mix of 5 colours.
Ideal for Hen and 

Stag parties and Rock 
Nights

Inflatable Guitar

CODE: P-INFGUIT

We constantly 
update our range of 
Party Accessories 
online to include the 
latest trends and 
seasonal products.

Go to 
www.glowtopia.co.ukwww.glowtopia.co.uk
 and click on “Party 
Accessories” to find 

out more!



How can I place an order?
The easiest and quickest way to order is via our website www.glowtopia.co.uk. 

You can also order by phone by calling 01202 912 931
Simply search and browse the products, add the desired products to the cart, and complete the checkout process. 
If you have any order queries or require further information you can contact us and we will be happy to help.

What payment methods do you accept?
We accept all major credit and debit cards as well as PayPal, direct bank transfer and cheque payments.We accept all major credit and debit cards as well as PayPal, direct bank transfer and cheque payments.
If you require further assistance with making a payment please do not hesitate to get in contact with us.

Do prices include VAT?
All our pricing includes VAT. We provide a VAT invoice with all orders, both in the package and via email when your order is 

dispatched.

Can you provide a proforma invoice?
If you require a proforma invoice for payments via Bank Transfer you can select this option via the online checkout.  

Please follow up and get in touch with your order details.Please follow up and get in touch with your order details.

Do you accept purchase orders?
We accept purchase orders from all government/public bodies, schools and large private organisations. 
For first time orders the delivery address must be an official address registered to the organisation. 

To submit your purchase order please email them to sales@glowtopia.co.uk.

How long does delivery take?
Delivery options can be selected at checkout. 

Please visit Please visit www.glowtopia.co.uk/glow-sticks-next-day-delivery for more information.

Can I return my order?
In the unlikely event that you are unsatisfied or have changed your mind with your order we are happy to accept

 returns within 30 days. Simply get in touch via our contact page and we will gladly assist you. 
N.B. shipping costs are only refunded if returning due to a fault on our behalf.

Terms and conditions apply.
www.glowtopia.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/

 

For more information about us and our products please visit our website

www.glowtopia.co.uk
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FAQs
We’ve answered our most commonly 

asked questions below.
 If you have any questions which 
aren’t answered here please don’t 
hesitate to get in touch via our 

contact page.



Whether it’s a question about a recent order, product enquiry or you just want to say hello, 
we’d love to hear from you! 

Simply fill out the online form and we’ll get back to you as soon as possible, 
normally within an hour during working hours.

www.glowtopia.co.uk/contact
If you’d prefer you can call us on 01202 912 931 or write to us. Our address is :

Glowtopia, Unit 1 Stanley Green Industrial Estate, Stanley Green Crescent, Poole, Dorset, BH15 3TH.Glowtopia, Unit 1 Stanley Green Industrial Estate, Stanley Green Crescent, Poole, Dorset, BH15 3TH.

Need to get in touch? 

We guarantee all 
our products!
We source the highest 

quallity products and carry 
out stringent checks to 
ensure that you receive the 
best products on the 

market.
In the unlikely event that In the unlikely event that 
your item arrives with a 
fault or failure, we will offer 

you a refund or 
replacement*

*See FAQs for details and 
conditions

100%
GUARANTEED

Discount Offer!
We give special prices to 
PTAs (Parent Teacher 
Associations) and UK 

registered Charities when 
ordering online. 

In order to get a unique 
discount code for an 

organisation you represent organisation you represent 
please fill out the online 
form and we will email back 
with an exclusive discount 
code that you can use on all 

online orders.
www.glowtopia.co.uk/charity-ptawww.glowtopia.co.uk/charity-pta-

discount/

PTA & CHARITYFREE NEXT DAY 
DELIVERY ON 

ORDERS OVER £40 
All orders are despatched 
same day if ordered before 
2pm (Monday-Friday 

excluding bank holidays). 
Orders placed after 2pm will 
be dispatched the next 

working day. 
Free delivery on ALL orders Free delivery on ALL orders 
over £10. Free next day on 

orders over £40.
Postcode restrictions apply.
For full details visit:
www.glowtopia.co.uk/

glow-sticks-next-day-delivery/
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Are glowsticks safe?
We only sell high quality, safe products which meet all required UK standards. 

All our glow sticks and products classified as toys carry the CE mark and also conform to the British EN71 standard. 
Individual product safety guidance can be found on the product packaging or product information pages, including a 

recommended minimum age guide.

How long do glowsticks last?
We pride ourselves on only selling the highest quality products. All of our glow sticks will glow brightly for over 12 We pride ourselves on only selling the highest quality products. All of our glow sticks will glow brightly for over 12 

hours (often up to days depending on conditions! with the exception of our 8” bracelets and 22” necklaces which glow 
for 8+ hours), allowing you plenty of time to have great fun. 

Are glowsticks waterproof?
Yes, our glow sticks are waterproof! This makes them great for outdoor events, swimming and even for scuba diving!

What is the best way to store my glowsticks?
Our products are of the highest possible quality with an exceptional shelf life of two years. 

It is best to store glow sticks away from direct sunlight in their original packaging and avoid exposure to high It is best to store glow sticks away from direct sunlight in their original packaging and avoid exposure to high 
temperatures which can cause irreversible damage to the product. 



All prices and information are correct at the time of printing but may be subject to change without notice. 
Content and images ©Copyright 2018 Fortec Trading Ltd. All Rights Reserved

See the full range at 

www.glowtopia.co.uk

We supply to retail, trade and international markets
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